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A Note on Painting 
in The Moor's Last Sigh 

H ENA MAES - J ELIN EK 

Pictoribus atque poetis quid libit audendi semper fuit acqua libertas 

Ut pictura poesisl 

H ORACE'S FIRST WEL L-KNOWN COMPARISO N between painting and 

writing is wholly relevant to Salman Rushdie's The Moor's Last Sigh2 as 

a parallel between the two forms of art and, even more importantly, in 

its emphasis on the freedom of the imagination and of expression. The second, 

more frequently quoted aphorism is just as relevant to the .novel, in which, as I 

hope to show, Rushdie uses painting as a metaphor for the art of w riting in 

general and his own in particular. One is also reminded here of Shakespeare's 

Sonnet XXIV, "Mine eye hath played the painter," in which metaphors of painting 

continue throughout, for "perspective it is best Painter's art." 

The subject of the narrative is by now fairly well known: Moraes Zogoiby, 

usually called "Moor," is forced to leave India in haste to save his life. He flees to 

Spain and seeks refuge in the fortress (a mock-Alhambra) built by Vasco Miranda, 

a former family fr iend and a second-rate painter, who was in love with Aurora 

Zogoiby, Moor's mother, and jealous of her art of painting. Aurora is presen ted as 

the "greatest Woman Painter" and one of her paintings as " the equal for colour 

and movement of any Matisse dance-circle" (102).3 Moor wants to recover four of 

1 "Painters and poets have always had equal freedom to dare anything"; "Poetry is like a 
painting"; Horace, Ars Poenca/ Art poitique, ed. & tr. Leon Hermann (Brussels: Latomus, 1951): 22, 
35. The second quotation suggests that each work of art must be treated according to its specific 
genre. But its original meaning is usually distorted to make it say that poetry is the sister of 
painting. 

2 Salman Rushdie, 711e Moor's Last Sigh (1995; London: Vintage, 1996). AU page re ferences are 
to this edition and are given in the text. 

> In a recent Internet article on the sale at Sotheby's of a painting by the Indian painter Amrita 
Sher-Gil, she is said to have inspired the character of Aurora. Actually, she is mentioned in the 
novel as Aurora's rival fo r the title of Greatest Woman Painter (102). "Sotheby' s to sell painting by 
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his mother's paintings stolen from the Zogoiby bequest for Miranda. The latter, 

however, keeps him prisoner in his fortress, forcing him to write his family saga 

and, as in The Thousand and One Nights, threatening to kill him once his narrative is 

over. Creating under threat is not dissimilar to Rushdie's own situation when 

writing the novel, his firs t fu ll-length work of fiction4 after the fatwa provoked by 

The Satanic Verses. Although Aurora is clearly not Rushdie, and although he has 

objected to the "obsession with autobiography,"5 some of the criticism the painter 

must face for supposedly religious reasons inevitably brings to mind his own 

p redicament at the time of writing: 

She was obliged to counter accusations of social irresponsibility by divers 'experts.' 

[ ... j she found herseU being described [ ... j 'as that Christian female married to a Jew.' 

[ .. . J Ho w easily a self, a Wetime of work and action and affinity and opposition, could 

be washed away under such an a ttack' (234) 

If, as has been pointed out, Moor's narrative amounts to a construction of the 

self and society, an "art of asthe ticiza tion" that creates a new kind of fiction,6 his 

mother, Aurora nee da Gama, is, through her painting, both the Cassandra and the 

catalyst of his self-revelation and shares with him the creative centre in the novel. 

Already as an adolescent, locked up for punishment in her room, she paints its 

walls and ceiling, evoking in her frescoes not just the landscapes and the history of 

India and her family, but also the dense Indian crowd with its sense of anger and 

pai.n. That early painting epitomizes a theme central to Moor's narrative and, at a 

further remove, Rushdie' s own: the representation of protean, ambivalent, contra

dictory India, its "his torical generosity of spirit" (33), but an India who " both 

loved and betrnyed her children" and who, in spite of her love, could tum mon

s trous and murderous" (59-61), es pecially when personified later in the novel by 

Indira Gandhi (137). At this s tage, however, in Aurora's fresco, many-faced 

Mother India's features are those of her mother Isabella Ximena, whose loss she 

laments. 

Throughout the novel, individual and family history intertwine with that of 

India and Eu rope (mainly Renaissance Spain), a history which covers a time-span 

fro m 1492 to 1993, suggesting that human motiva tions and behavio ur, especia lly 

a rhSI celebrated by Salman Rushdie in The Moor's Last Sigh," /1 ttp://www.silnreholder.com/ bid/news/ 
20000727-18637.cftn 28/5/0l. 

• Haroun and the Sea of Stories (1 990) is of a different kind altogether. 
s "Finissons-en avec !'obsession de l' autobiographie"; in "IJ1terview avec Christine Ockrent," 

le \'if/ L'Express (9 fevrier1996): 62. 
6 On this s ubject. see Stephen Baker , "' You Must Remember This': Salman Rushdie's Tile 

Moor's Last S1gl1," journal of Commonwealtlt Literature 35.1 (2000) : 43-54, and Hedi Ben Abbes, " La 
Remise en cause d u genre romanesque dans T/1e Moor's Last Sigh de Salman Rushd..ie," in TlteonJ 
and L1temnJ creatw11/f/1eone et creation litteraire, ed. Jean-Pierre Durix (Dijon: Editions Universitaire 
d e Di1on, 1999): 73-82. 
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as inspired by the will-to-power and the irrational, are much the same in different 

spaces and times. Although, in true postmodemist fashion, alternative versions of 

the family saga are evoked, the da Gamas claim to be descendants of the Portu

guese explorer Vasco da Gama, while Aurora's husband, Abraham Zogoiby, dis

covers that his genealogical line was initiated by an affair between a Jewess and 

the last Andalusian Sultan, Boabdil, El-zogoybi (the misfor tunate), who, when he 

was expelled from Granada in 1492 by Queen Isabella's reconquista and looked 

back once more on the Alhambra, emitted a deep sigh, thereby provoking his 

mother's contemptuous remark: "Well may you weep like a woman for what you could 

not defend like a man."7 The title of Rushdie's novel and much of its symbolism are 

inspired by this historical episode. Boabdil's pregnant Jewish mistress supposedly 

emigrated to India and provides a key element in the development of the novel's 

narrative. The numerous allusions in the novel to the migrations a t different 
periods of Jews, Christians and Muslims and to their intermarriages simply make 

nonsense of Hindu 'purity' and 'nationalism,' a major strand satirized in the novel 

and also represented in Aurora's paintings (229), while the narrator, born of a 

mixture of races and religions, calls himself a "cross-breed" (5) and "a mongrel 
cur" (104) . 

Throughout his narrative, Moor mixes historical reality and fiction, real and 

imagined characters (he himself may be Nehru's son), while the first version of 

events he presents with precautionary warning about their uncertainty frequently 

turns out to have been inaccurate. Yet these postmodernist fluctuations in the 

nature of reality8 are, I believe, Rushdie's version of a world of appearances in 

which the tru th of events is impossible to pin down wh ile we experience them, 

and the search for an authentic inner self is the work of a lifetime. In th is respect, 

the Moor's ·narrative is ambivalent. Although he writes, at one stage, " in the end, 

s tories a re what's left of us, we a re no more than the few tales that persist" (110), 

he also shows that human beings are not mere language constructs and that there 

is a d eeper truth hidden beneath thei.r ap parent personality. Beyond the exube

rance, fantasy and digressions in his narrative, Moor himself is on a quest to pene

trate to an authentic core: " in writing this, I must peel off history, the prison of the 

past. It is time[ ... ] for the truth about myself to struggle out" (136). This s tripp ing

off is ap plied to most of the characters, whose image he elaborates only to decon-

7 
111ere is an actual pass i.n the mountains on the road from Granada to the sou them Spanish 

coast called "Puerto del Suspiro del Moro," from where he is said to have looked back. l owe this 
information to Bernadette Bada. 

3 On Rushdie's postmod ernism, see Juliette Myers' excellent essay "Postm odernism in Rush
die's Midnight 's Children and The Moor's Last Sigh," Manuscript 1.2 (Spring 1996), /illp://ww111.art. 
ma11.ac.11k/englisl1/ms/rus/utie.htm, 1- 14. 
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s truct them gradually, revealing both his and their "secre t identity" (152, 174, 179, 

414) Significantly, what he calls "the truth" and the real meaning of even ts come 

out through his mother's " palimpsest-art" (226), which, while in cons tant evolu

tion, traces the substance of reality itself. Indeed , the palimpsest, a painter's 

device, is the major metaphor of the novel:9 

Th e city itself, perhaps the whole country, was a palimpsest, Under World beneath 

Over World, black market beneath white; when the whole of life was like this, w hen 

an invisible reality moved phantomwise beneath a visible ficbon ( ... j [h]ow could any 

of us have escaped that dead ly laye ring? How, trapped as we were in the hundred 

percent fakery of the real, weeping-Arab-kitsch of the superficiaL10 could we have 

penetrated to the full, sensual truth of the lost mother below? How could we have 

lived authentic lives? (184-85) 

Aurora's development as a painter raises the important ques tion of the artist's 

choice (whether as painter or as w riter) of a mode of representation - so that the 

self-reflexiveness of art is here as obvious in Aurora's painting as in her son's 

na rrative. Still early in her career, she wanders in the streets and the harbour of 

Bombay record ing scenes in their extreme variety and, through them, history 
being acted before her very eyes, while her subversive interpretations challenge 

British authority. After lndependence, one of her major works becomes a "state-of

lndia" painting (229). However, she becomes uncertain not just abou t the validity 

of realism bu t about "the na ture of the real itself" (173). Whereas Abraham ins ists 

tha t the historical present requires a "clear-sighted naturalism" (173) and realist 

w riters (including !\folk Raj Anand!) frequent their house, Vasco Miranda, though 

fa r less talented, sees tha t her true nature and "secret identity" incline her towards 

the "epic-fabulist manner'' (174) - possibly another allusion to the "fabulist road" 

(227) tha t RushJie a lso followed. Vasco himself initiates the technique of pa in ting 

over a painting and is convinced that Aurora has borrowed the idea from him. He, 

too, has an exuberant imagination, but his painting rema ins anecdotal, sentimental 

and meaningless. In the contrast between his and Aurora's work there is a sugges

tion, already mentioned above, tha t a similar artistic mode (postmodemism) can 

produce e ithe r triv ial or meaningful art and ' that the " fabulist road" is not in

compatible with the expression of an underlying truth. Paradoxically, Miranda is 

the one who encourages Aurora to be true to her own temperament, pointing to 

the hidden meaning of art and indirectly vindica ting Rushdie's own: " Forget those 

damnfool real is ts! The real is always hidden - isn' t it? - inside a miraculously 

• Ju liette l\ !eyers a lso points out the centrality of this metaphor , , 
:o Probably an allusion to the first version of the pamtmg Tl1e Moor s Last S1gli , not Awora s 

" ·o rk but Vasco Miranda's 
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burning bush! Life is fantastic! Paint that - you owe it to your fantastic, unreal 

son" (174). Moor becomes, then, "the talismanll and centrepiece of her art" (174) 

The symbiosis and reciprocity between Moor's writing and his mother's paint

ing seem a t least par tly d ue to his being, in a sense, her creation, so that h is own 

narrative art grows out of her painter's eye; for, in the years of sitting for her, " ! 

made a kind of portrait of her too. She was looking at me, and I was looking right 

back. [ .. . ] I learned the secrets of her heart as well as her mind" (219/221). His 

maimed hand, " this lump as misshapen," he says, "as modem ar t itself, became no 

more than a slip of the genius's brush" (147), though later the only " light-source" 

in the "Moor pain tings" (220).12 His ageing at double-speed and looking twice as 

old as he is may be an expression of Aurora's restlessne s and, like her son, of her 

burning the candle at both ends (161), but also conveys a sense of urgency, of the 
accelerating, uncontrollable pace of historyn Moor insists tha t he is the only one 

of her four children she suckled, "and the first 'Moor' pictures were done while I 
nestled at her breast" (220). When he is on the point of explaining the origin of his 

nickname and the title of h is mother' s "Moor sequences," he warns tl1e reader that 

"We have now reached a key moment in the tale" (78). 

The narra tor's description of the "Moor paintings" occurs at the very centre of 

his non-chronological narrative. In their specific way, the pictures illustrate the 

themes Aurora (and to some extent Rushdie) have always dealt with, "in which 

his tory, family, politics and fantasy jostled each other[ .. . she] had returned, too, to 
that exploration of an alternative vision of Ind ia-as-mother [ ... ) a mother of cities, 

as heartless and lovable, brilliant and dark, multiple and lonely, mesmeric and 

repugnant, pregnant and empty, truthful and deceitful as the beautiful, cruel, 

irresistible metropolis itself" (203-204). One particular phase in the Moor paintings 

encapsulates both her conception of art and that of her son, and, al a further re

move, can be read as a comment on Rushdie' s own writing: 

Around and about the figure of the Moor in his hybrid fortress she wove her vision, 

which in fac t was a vision of weaP111g, or more accurately interweaving. In a way these 

were polemica l pictures, in a way they were an attempt to create a romantic myth of 

the plural, h ybrid nation. [ .. ] Aurora Zogoiby was seeking to paint a golden age. 

Jews, Christians, ivluslims, Parsis, Sikhs, Bud<l ists, jains crowded in her paint-

11 Since Rushdie can seldom resist a pun, she later calls him her " luckij ta/is-moor," 227. 
12 See also: " her canvases seemed more like my autobiography than the rea l story of my life" 

(227), a suggestion that, as he says somewhere else, "art ultimately was not life" (247). 
13 This is, of course, the re ve rse of what happens in Gilnter Grass's 771e Tin Drnm (a novel 

Rushdie greatly admires), in which Oskar, a t the age of three, refuses to grow. On this subject, see 
Jeanne Delbaere, "' Wahlverwandtschaften': Glinter G rass et Salman Rushdie," in Wah/ 

verwandtschnfte11 1n Spmchc, Malerei, Liternhll', Cescluchte: Festchrift fur Monique Boussart , ed . Irene 
Hcidelberger- Leomml & Mireille Tabah (Stuttgart: Verlag Hans- Dieter Heinz, 2000): 245-59. 
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Boabdil's fancy-dress balls, and the Sultan himseU was represented less and less 

naturalistically, appearing more and more as a masked, particoloured harlequin, a 

patchwo rk quilt of a man; or, as his old skin dropped from him chrysalis-fashion, 

s tanding revealed, as a glorious butterfly, whose wings were a miraculous composite 

of all the colours of the world. (227) 

However, when Moor falls in love with a young sculptress, Uma, in whom Aurora 

immediately senses a rival for her son's affection and a potential traitress (as 

indeed she turns out to be), the nature of the "Moor paintings" changes altogether 

with the estrangement between mother and son owing to this intrusion of Chi

rneneI4 into the paintings as into life. Xirnena or Chi.me ne (only one of the in

numerable intertextual re ferences in the na rrative) is a recu rring personification of 

the object of unconditional blind love betrayed (this being a feature absent from 

the trngi-comedy by Corneille). From now on, Aurora's paintings take on a pro

phetic cast: "watching me in her crystal ball [ . .. ] I inhabited her fictions and the 

eye of her imagination saw me plain" (304). They become collages 111 which both 

the Moor and the Bombay background, ''a kind of rag-and-bone ya rd" (302), are 

put together out of the detritus of the city. They s tage the battle for Moor's heart, 

in which he tea rs himself away from his mother and betTays he r but is thereafter 

brought to defeat and downfa ll by Chirnene's h·eachery. And, after his lover's 

death and his imprisonment, when he becomes a thug in the Bombily underworld 

in the pay of a Hindu nationalist "purifying" the city of its minori ties, not only 

does the figu re of the Moor "in his previous metaphorical role as a unifier of 

opposites" (303) fade away, but the ideal of hybridity he used to represent is 

pe rverted and he becomes "a composite being as pitiful and an onymous as those 

among whom he moved'' (303). The suggestion here is that no ideology is good or 

e\·il per sc but re4u ires the understanding, tolerance dnd moral sen:,ibility which, 

in spite of her contrad ictions in real life, tnform Aurora's art. 15 vVhen she dies in 

the course of he r "annual dance against the gods" (315) <lfter fall i.ng onto the rocks 

at the foot of the cliff below her garden, she leaves behind on her easel he r last, 

unfinished painting a bout her son, The Moor's Last Sigh.· 

" Aurora's mother, the firs t Chimene figure in the novel, was ca lled Isabella X1mena and was a 
(re)conquering character recovering the da Gamas' financial kingdom. She was deeply in love 
"·ith her husband yet unfai thful to him, thus pro,·iding the first distortion of Corneille's herome. 
Since Moor alway~ uses the French version of the name, 1 at first assumed that the intertextual 
reference was to Corneille's L£ Cid. However, Moor says that, wben pain ting Uma / Chimenc, his 
mother incorporated aspects of the film El Cid starring Sophia Loren (2-17). What does seem to 
have been inspired by Com eille's play, though, is the sense of divided loya lty between parent and 
lover. 

15 Rushdie is reported to have said i.n an_ interv iew about T11e Moor's l.nst <;1g li that "he was 
interested to try to suggest there's a flip side to pluralism"; Isabel Santaloalla, review of Catherine 
Cundy, Salman Ruslulie (Manchester University Press, 1996), vVnsajin 28 (A utumn 1998): 69. 
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In that last work, The Moor's Last Sigh, she gave the Moor back his humanity. This was 

no abstract harlequin, no junkyard collage. lt was a portrait of her son, lost in limbo 

like a wandering shade: a portrait of a soul in Hell. And behind him, his mother, no 

longer in a separate panel, but re-united with the tormented Sultan. Not berating him 

- well may you weep liken woman - but looking frightened and stretching ou t her hand. 
(315-16) 

177 

The poignancy of this painting is fo reshadowed when Aurora is said to be " facing 

up in that stark description of the moment of Boabdil's expulsion from Granada, 

to her own treahnent of her only son [ ... )all its elements converg [ed) on[ .. . ) the 

Sultan's face, from which horror, weakness, loss and pain poured like darkness 

itself, a face in a condi tion of exis tential torment reminiscent of Edvard Munch" 

(218). later, in Spain, Moor discovers yet more horror in the painting that has pro

phesied her dea th - depicted below the figure of the Sultan is the man who 

ordered her murder, not the na tionalist Raman Fielding, whom Abraham accused, 

thereby provoking Moor's revenge, but Abraham h imself. This palimpsest 

coLrnterbalances Vasco Miranda's representation of Aurora below the Moor in his 

own sentimental painting of The Moor's Last Sigh. Not only does Miranda force 

Moor to write his family saga under d uress, he also keeps prisoner a Japanese art 

historian whom he forces to peel off his Moor painting to reveal the portrait of 

Aurora, who had jilted him as a lover. When he kills Aoi Ue just before dying 

himself - when a needle left in his body after an operation years before (154) 

p ierces his heart - the murder seems purely gratuitous. Yet one may wonder 

whether paying wi th her life for the liberation of the portrait of the artist does not 

in a sense allegorize another consequence of the fatwa issued after the publication 

(also in Japan) of The Satanic Verses . And although, by then, Aoi Ue has become 

. foor's Chimene, not as a lo\-er but as a highly moral model, unlike Rodrigo he 

fails for the second time to accept death in order to save Chimene. Paradoxically, 

and contrary to a ll versions of El Cid, including the early legend, Ch irnene is asso

ciated with the Moor(s) against whom Rodrigo heroica lly fought - possibly a 

humorous feature of hybridity in Moor's (Rushdie' s) na rrative. 

!\t one s tage in the narrative, Moor conunents on his relationship with his 

father, noting that neither he nor the nationalist f ieldin g ("Mr India," 168) could 

qual ify fo r "Fa ther India" (168-69). Rather, he identifies his father throu""hou t with 
0 

a character in iln American film, Mognmbo. The word "Mogambo" means ' passion' 

in Swahili, 16 but the major relevance of the comparison is to the Clark Gable 

16 1 owe Lhis uuormation to Valerie Bada. See Ava Gardner, Ava: Memom•s, tL Franc;oise 
Cartano (Paris: Presses de la Renaissance, 1991): 208. lt was also Vale rie who drew my attention to 
Washington lrving's Tnles of tlie Allwm/Jrn (see below). Rushdie's familiarity w ith cinematic culture 
is simply astoundmg. Many other characters are identified with Hollywood heroes. 
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character in the film, a "strong man" and predator who ensnares both animals and 

women and whom no one can resist. The disclosure of his fa ther's and mother's 

palimpsest portraits in the "Moor" paintings a re a last comment on the duality of 

Bombay and, more generally, Mother India: the fanaticism and ruthlessness of 

some politicians and businessmen on the one hand; love, generos ity and 

imaginative ebullience on the other. 
The theme o f the lost mother is a recurrent one both in the narrative and in 

Aurora's painting, first when she paints the loss of her own mother, Isabella, in 

her first fresco, then in the degradation of the political situation in "Mother India," 

especially under Indira Gandhi during the years of the second Emergency (1974-

77), and finally in the unfinished painting called The Moor's Last Sigh. For Moor 

himself, the painting has a t least two meanings: it represents the tragic loss and 

assass ination of his mother, and it parallels his predicament and that of the fif

teenth-cen tury Sultan Boabdil heavi.ng a sigh at having to quit a territory he con

sidered to be his mother country and to leave his beloved Alhambra. Throughout 

the narrative, Moor refers to the family house i.n Bombay as "Paradise" or 

"Eden."17 It may not be too far-fetched to suppose that it also expresses Rushdie's 

sadness a t a time when he had no hope of ever going back to "Mother lndia."18 

Nevertheless, in s pite of its pessimism, the unfinished painting suggests openness 
and a possibly hopeful future. Quite like The Sa tanic Verses, Tile Moor's Last Sigh 

i.ndirectly conveys Rushdie's materialis tic philosophyt9 and his horror of religious 

fanaticism, showing Hindus destroying a mosque (363) and Muslims smashing up 

Hindu temples (365). One of Aurora's purely anecdotal paintings (The Kissi11g of 

Abbas A/1 Baig) is attacked for being supposedly anti-religious, and the Zogoibys 

are then s tigmatized as "Christian Jews" (234-35). Commenting on Aurora's all

encompdss i.ng first fresco, \loor observes: "Only God 1,·as absent" (60). Even 

.'\bra ham's mothe r, the caretaker of the Cochin synagogue, tells her son, "There is 

no world but the world. [. ] There is no God" (84). As in Rushdie's other fiction, 

the on ly ideal implied is a secular humanism and the "pluralis t philosophy" (272) 

1; s~e Washingto n lrving's similar description in "The Au thor's FareweU to Granada" : "It was 
at an op posite point of the compass from In cuesta de las lagrimns (the hill of tea rs) noted for the 
'last sigh of the Moor'. l now could realize something of the feelings of poor Boabdil when he 
bade adieu to the paradise he was leaving behind and beheld before him a rugged and sterile 
road conducting him to exile"; Tales of tire Allutmbra (1832; Granada: Miguel SAnchez Editorial, 

1979): 301. 
1s Since then Ru shdie has been back to India with his son. For an account of this visit (in April 

2000), see his "Back to the Land [ Love," 77re Times (13 June 2000). 
19 On th e subject of Rushdie' s philosophical materialism, see Pierre Fran<;ois, Inlets of t!re Soul: 

Contempomn; F1ctw11 111 t:nglrslr arul the. Myth of the Fall (Cross/Cultures 35: Amsterdam & Atlanta 

GA: Rodopi, 1999): 209-5-1. 
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on which the Zogoiby children are raised, even if this is often defeated, as Aurora 

makes clear when she hears that her son is working for the nationalist Fielding: 

Aurora had apparently decided that the ideas of impurity, cultural admixture and 

melange which had been, for most of her creative life, the closest things she had found 
to a notion of the Good, were in fact capable of distortion, and contained a potential 

for darkness as well as for light. This 'black Moor' was a new imagining of the idea of 

the hybrid - a Baudela.irean flower[ . .. ) of evil. (303) 

No character in the novel lives u p to his or her ideal, his or her notion of moral 

good, and Moor himself is far from innocent. What remains when his history has 

been "peeled off" is his essential humanity and a potential "interweaving," of 

which the Alhambra, the Moor's lost paradise, is a symbol: 

171ere it stands, tire glon; of the Moors, tlreir triumphant masterpiece and their Inst redoubt. 

·nre Allwmbrn, Europe's red fort, sister to Delhi's and Agra's - tile palace of interlocking forms 

and secret wisdom, of pleasure-courts and water-gardens, tlwt monument to a lost possibilill.J 

tlrat nevertheless has gone on standing, long after its conquerors !rave fallen; like a testanrent to 
a lost but sweetest love, to the love that endures beyond defeat, beyond annihilation, beyond 
despair; to the defeated love that is greater than what defeats it, to tlutt most profound of our 

needs, lo our need for flowing together, for putting an end to frontiers, for the dropping of the 
boundaries of tire self (433) 
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